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Are You Getting the Best Insurance
Rates? It Pays to Shop Around.
Fifteen minutes could save you 15 percent …You’re in good hands…Like a good neighbor…The
talking gecko…Flo.
Navigating the insurance maze can be confusing, but making the assumption that the policies you
currently have are the right ones for you can be costly.
Do I Need Major
Mechanical Protection?
Most auto insurance policies include the
usual menu of options - comprehensive
coverage, liability, collision, and a long
list of others - but does your insurance
company offer Major Mechanical
Protection as well?
Major Mechanical Protection, or MPP,
protects against the expense of costly
future repairs - typically for much less than
the cost of a single repair - thereby offers
you “new car” peace of mind. MMP is
available on new and eligible pre-owned
vehicles. Northwest Federal offers MPP
coverage, even if your car is
financed elsewhere.
Here’s how it works: When purchasing
a new car, a Credit Union employee
purchased MMP at a cost of $993.00. The
amount was rolled into her car loan and
was barely noticeable in her car payment.
Just after her one-year manufacturer
warranty expired, her navigation system
stopped working. Since the navigation
system controlled the air conditioning,
heat and the radio, the repair was
absolutely necessary. The total cost for the
repair was $1,400, but her bill was covered
thanks to her MMP. Just one repair and
her MMP coverage paid for itself, saving
her more than $400 dollars.
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Many people get introduced to the “insurance world” at a fairly young age. Maybe your parents
added you to their auto policy when you started driving, or if you got your own policy, chances are
you “chose” your policy and your insurance agency based on someone else’s experience. You may
have experienced firsthand how homeowner’s insurance works even before you ventured out on your
own. However you became acquainted with insurance coverage, if you’re like many policyholders,
you have probably kept your first insurance carrier. While this is common, it isn’t always practical
and may not be the best choice for you, or your budget, especially as your needs change.
How often have you been faced with renewing your insurance policies and wondered whether you
could be getting a better deal? How many times have you actually reviewed your coverage and
confirmed that what you’re paying for is the coverage you need? Have you actually taken the step
further to shop around?
Reviewing your coverage and rates with multiple insurance carriers can take some time, but the
time you take may save you money, improve your coverage, or both. What’s more, you don’t have
to swim through the sea of options alone. NW Insurance Agency*, for example, offers a no-cost,
no-obligation service to compare rates. Simply visit their website www.nwfllc.com and click on
“Insurance” to access the easy-to-complete, secure Request-a-Quote form. Enter your current policy
information and submit the form, and you’ll receive an NWIA quotation from a representative who
will discuss the comparison and answer your questions.
Nathaniel from Ashburn, VA did just that, and enjoyed the benefit of having taken the time to do
so. “For years, my car and home were insured by one of the big name insurance companies,” he
said. “A Credit Union employee told me about NW Insurance Agency’s Request-A-Quote service and
suggested that I try it. I plugged in the information from my existing policies and received an online
quote from a NW Insurance Agency consultant. I couldn’t believe it; NWIA saved me $1,600 a year
for the same coverage I had been receiving. Needless to say, it was worth the few minutes I
spent online.”
Next time your auto or homeowner’s policy is up for renewal, take some time to find out if the
coverage you have is the coverage you need - and to be sure you’re getting the best rates. What you
may find may surprise you.
NW Insurance Agency (NWIA)* is a fully licensed, independent Agency, offering a comprehensive range of insurance
products and services designed to help protect policyholders from financial loss. NWIA agents are committed to helping
people find the insurance coverage that fits their unique needs, at prices you can afford. For more information, call NWIA at
(703) 810-1072, ext.130 to schedule a free, no-obligation insurance review, or visit www.nwfllc.com.
*Insurance products and services offered through NW Insurance Agency, a subsidiary of NW Capital Management LLC (a
wholly owned subsidiary of NWFCU).
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New Ideas on How to be a Better Boss
Managers working for a larger company might be thinking of how
they can better themselves before improving their workers. Get
beyond the plateau. One good way is to stretch and improve your
skills. A new manager spends time on training to get up to speed,
but after that, his or her abilities plateau.

hates customer service, but can fix bugs and quickly. Developers,
who probably find customer service annoying, are forced to talk to
customers and it motivates them to fix the bugs, say Ray Fishman
and Ted Sullivan, authors of The Org: The underlying Logic of
the Office.

To move forward to a promotion or opportunity, set certain goals to
learn things you do not know now. Getting out of your comfort zone
isn’t easy, but seek out and practice skills you aren’t comfortable
with, says Cal Newport, author of So Good They Can’t Ignore You. Go
ahead and be annoying. At one company, the software engineering
department is regularly routed support calls from the website. The
phone is answered by a developer who probably

Redo your to-do list. There are two problems that keep us from doing
things we intend to do. First, we aren’t specific enough about what
needs to happen. Second, the list doesn’t give you an opportunity
to work on the assignment. Heidi Grant Halvorson, author of Nine
Things Successful People Do Differently, advises each to-do item to
have a ‘when and where’ statement.

Harvard Gender
Bias Study
It appears that when people are interviewed
individually for a promotion or an assignment,
gender plays a role in the selection. When
several people are interviewed for the job at the
same time, gender doesn’t affect assessments.
The study by Harvard’s Kennedy School of
Government and Harvard Business School study
involved 654 male and female participants. They
were asked to do math or verbal tests activities
that can trigger gender bias because “females
are believed to be worse at math tests and
better at verbal tasks.”

Updating your Resume

When male and female candidates in the groups
were being selected for additional math tasks
and individual interviews, men were more
likely to be chosen even if their first-round
performances were weak.

CareerBuilder recently surveyed 2,500 hiring managers and discovered that 30
percent regularly find references to be false or misleading. They also say 80
percent of employers check references, often before they call someone in for
an interview.

When the employer was presented with test
results for male and female participants at the
same time, their past performance rather than
gender was more important in the decision.

Companies now say up to 30 percent of references that applicants show on
resumes are either wishful thinking or entirely fake.

The most common mistake is listing someone as a reference because they’ve got
an impressive title, even though they barely know that person. Interviewers want
to talk to someone you worked with every day.
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Instructing People as You
Would a Computer

He took a class on computer programming because, as a web designer, he still had to rely on programmers to
bring his ideas to life. He wanted to build programs himself without bothering with a programmer.
Jason Fried discovered that programming makes you break things down completely before building them back up
again. For instance, if you wanted the computer to make a sandwich, first you’d have to explain what a sandwich
is, what ingredients go into it, and how to assemble it. He says you can’t assume much, because the computer
itself doesn’t know anything.
Learning to program forced him to see how well he understands things in the real world. He would have to know
enough about sandwiches to explain them to someone who has never heard of them. But, writing in INC., Fried
wondered about how he explains more complicated things to his people. He discovered that he assumes too much
about what he actually knows about something until he has to explain it to someone else. Programming taught
him that he needs to explain things more specifically and clearly.
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Fried used to assume a lot and rush through things. Now, when he describes something, he goes slowly. He
breaks the idea down in his mind first, and then explains it piece by piece. He’d rather have someone ask him to
speed up than risk going too fast and skipping over fundamentals that really matter. Recently, he was explaining
the company’s project-management software to a new customer, he found that when he approached the customer
like a computer, he had a better shot at making a clear and deep connection.
gam®|mag
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Catch Them Doing Something Good
and Say Thanks
Showing appreciation is one creed of a regional manager for a restaurant
chain. His restaurants are on high alert when he visits. He’ll make some
corrections, but he thanks people for doing a good job too. His restaurants
are high-profit places and turnover is almost unknown. People know
he appreciates their work and values
them. They want to do well. The same
tactic can work in offices to increase
productivity and efficiency. More than
half of human resources managers
say showing appreciation for workers
cuts turnover. And 49 percent believe it
increases profit, according to a study of
815 managers by the Society of Human
Resource Managers.

“workplace
ranks dead
last among
places where
people
express
gratitude”

Some bosses think thanking employees will encourage them to ask for a raise. They would rather just find
faults because they think it feels more like being in charge. Others really aren’t grateful to their colleagues
and workers, an attitude that can turn an entire company into a no-gratitude zone. One management consultant says that if the boss never says
thanks, a culture that emphasizes the negative can develop, one where people sit around and complain.

The workplace ranks dead last among places where people express gratitude. Only 10 percent say thanks to a fellow worker every day, and just 7
percent thank their boss. Of course, thanking people takes a certain amount of skill. If the boss just goes around thanking everybody, it becomes
meaningless. The appreciation has to be shown individually and sincerely for work well done.

Some Companies Celebrate
‘Formal Friday’
Casual Friday encourages employees who dress up for work to wear casual clothes on Friday. Now, nonconformist workplaces in Silicon
Valley and other trendy parts of the country think that’s passe. Some employees dress in their Sunday best on Friday. One reason for the
change: workers who wear super-casual clothes on Monday through Thursday want to get away from their hoodies, T-shirts and jeans for a
day. At the headquarters of Pulse in San Francisco, clients from the East Coast are surprised to see people in suits and dresses. They thought
all Californians wore Hawaiian shirts every day. Silicon Valley gaming giant Zynga has Formal Friday traditions when some groups of workers
dress to the nines. Since 2005, Facebook has had a design team that dresses up for what has become known as “Corporate Friday.”
According to The Wall Street Journal, Peet’s Coffee shop in San Francisco has five employees who observe Formal Friday. One even wears
a bow tie and a top hat. Lydia Ramsey, author of Manners That Sell, blames Microsoft for the casual dress culture in the tech sector. She
says some companies take it to a new low. At San Francisco startup jobFig, CEO Ravi Mikkelsen says when his employees dress up on some
Fridays, he feels like a banker.
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Twofers from the Most
Nutritious Foods
You’ve seen lists of the healthiest foods but may wonder how you can eat them all and how to use up the
whole package once you buy it. Here are a few ideas that can help.
Blueberries - They are believed to improve short-term memory and promote healthy aging. Put them
on breakfast food or ice cream. Eat a few for a snack, and put the rest into a package of muffin mix.
Almonds - Packed with vitamins, minerals and lots of calcium, almonds are a great snack food. Put
some in snack mixes. Chop some and put them on your salad. If you have any left, put them on cupcakes
or cookies.
Apples - They can lower your cholesterol and glucose levels: have vitamin C and substances that keep
blood vessels healthy. They’re a great evening snack or afternoon pick-me-up, and they’re also good in
salads. Microwave a cored apple with brown sugar inside for a dessert treat.
Bananas - Good anytime, they have potassium, phytonutrients and make you feel full. Eat whole, put
them on ice cream or in a fruit salad. Any left over can go into banana bread.
Broccoli - The famous source of many things healthy, cook broccoli as a side dish, put it in a casserole,
eat it raw with veggie dip, or in with greens.
Beans - High in minerals and protein, they can be a side dish or a main dish. Make a bean dip for
crackers, eat bean soup. Add beans to soups.
Sweet potatoes - They’re fat free and low in calories. A small one has only 54 calories, according
to UCLA School of Medicine, and they’re loaded with vitamins C and E. Peel and bake with a touch of
brown sugar and butter on top, or boil and mash them up.

8
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Staying Well
Study Finds Adult Brain Changes with Learning
You can’t use the excuse now that you are
too old to learn to use a computer or learn
a language. A new study suggests that “old
dogs” can indeed learn new tricks. Scientists
using new magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
have offered the first evidence that the brain
is malleable or plastic and will change with
learning over a lifetime, not just when it’s
young. The study was published in the Journal
of Cognitive Neuroscience.
It showed that, with learning, there is an
increase of myelin, a fatty, white insulator that surrounds brain pathways. Reporting to Duke University, study co-author Alex Schlegel said,
“This was the first study looking at a really complex, long-term learning process over time, actually looking at changes in individuals as they learn
a task.”
The brain is often thought of as an organ that develops rapidly and extensively when we are young, but becomes less capable of learning and
processing information as we age. But this new study suggests that all brain changes over time are not negative ones. The study could have
implications for treatment and analysis of stroke, brain damage and new learning models.

What is Moderate Exercise?
According to exercise experts at Intermountain Healthcare in Salt Lake City, the answer depends on you. What feels moderate to
you is different from what it feels like to someone else. Base your exercise on how you feel.
Moderate exercise feels like this:
You breathe a little harder, but you don’t feel out of breath.
You can talk to a friend but might have trouble singing a song.
You sweat a little bit, but aren’t soaked with sweat.
Your muscles feel a little tired, but they don’t hurt.
Any duration of physical activity counts over the course of the day. The total amount of routine activity can easily add up to
10 minutes or more and you can add minutes to it if you think about it. Try parking as far as you can from the entrance to your
workplace or the grocery store; pacing or doing jumping jacks in the living room during TV commercials; taking the stairs whenever
possible, and gardening or mowing the lawn with a push-mower.
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Many High BMI People are
‘Metabolically Healthy’
In case you wondered, it’s definitely possible to be fit and heavy at the same time. In fact, many obese
Americans in one large study were found to be more fit than those who weighed less. Obese participants
were found to be free of metabolical syndrome conditions such as insulin resistance, unhealthy cholesterol,
high blood pressure or diabetes.
Research reported by Tufts University and published in the European Heart Journal shows that these
metabolically healthy people are at no greater risk of heart disease or cancer than normal-weight people.
There is apparently a subset of obese people who are protected from metabolic complications. More than
one-third of obese participants in this study were metabolically healthy.

Cities are Creating Outdoor
Gyms Called Fitness Parks
Free outdoor gyms are sprouting up across the country. They’re open 24 hours a day and have traditional
fitness equipment like elliptical machines, leg press and sit-up benches, and more sophisticated equipment.
They are appearing in city parks, often in neighborhoods that may not have access to healthful options.
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Florida has 17 open-air gyms; Los Angeles County has 41. They do tend to be in warmer-weather cities, but
are also being installed in Newark, Denver and Minneapolis. Leading the effort is The Trust for Public Land, a
non-profit land conservation group that created its Fitness Zones program about three years ago to help cities
fund outdoor health playgrounds.
gam®|mag
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Speaking of Safety
More Pedestrians are Being Hit by Cars
They are listening to music - Hearing is as important as seeing.
Listening to music makes it impossible to hear an oncoming vehicle.
Researchers at the University of Washington and Seattle Children’s
Hospital say music listeners crossed intersections faster than others
with electronic devices, but they didn’t watch for cars and couldn’t
hear them.
They are texting - Walkers who are texting may be at most risk. This
fact is in line with several studies. Texters also walked slower than
everyone else, including those talking on cellphones. Texters were four
times less likely to follow safety rules, including looking both ways,
staying on the crosswalk and obeying traffic signals.
They are talking on the phone - Pedestrians who were talking on cellphones, browsing the Internet, or even talking to someone next to
them all increased their risk of injury.
Most of the distracted walkers in the studies were adults, but one researcher says it’s important for parents to tell their children to put their
cellphones down when walking.

How to Save Your Own Life in 2013
The safe-driving message for this year isn’t new, but as the number of vehicles on the
roadway increases, it’s more important than ever: Wear your seat belt; pay attention to
your driving, and never drink and drive! Final figures aren’t in yet for 2012, but through
November, preliminary data from Advocates for Highway Auto Safety show that the number
of motor vehicle deaths will indicate a significant increase from 2011.
In that year, the number of deaths was the lowest since 1949, including motorists, bicyclists
and pedestrians. The Governors Highway Safety Association has been informally reporting
that the death number was up throughout 2012. Officials in the trucking industry say that
there is a connection between states increasing speed limits and the increase in deaths for
occupants of large trucks, according to a spokesman for the American Trucking Association.
Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood says the 2011 decline was due to aggressive
enforcement and public education campaigns plus the technology involved in building safe
vehicles. He says, “As we look to the future, it will be important to build on this progress by
continuing to tackle head-on issues like seat belt use, drunk driving and driver distraction.”
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Social Media
Demystified
Humans are social creatures and through the years, we’ve
found a million different ways to communicate with each
other. The art of communication has changed exponentially
over the past century, let alone the last decade. From
storytelling to smoke signals to the Internet, we’ve gotten
our messages across the best way we could with the tools
we had. When I was in seventh grade, I had a pen pal
several states away that I’d correspond with. We sent each
other handwritten letters, drew each other pictures and I
remember the excited feeling I’d get when I saw my name in
her neat handwriting on the outside of the envelope.

Today, we still talk, and even share pictures, but obviously
the medium has changed a great deal. Some of these
mediums we never would have dreamed of back in “seventh
grade.” Things like Facebook or Skype would have sounded
like something out of a science fiction show. Yet, here we are
able to meet and communicate with people a world away
and we don’t even have to pay for postage.
Here’s a look at some of the more popular social mediums
and what they’re all about.

Facebook. Love it or hate it; it’s probably here to stay for a while. Some people use it to play games
while others promote businesses or services, but mostly we use it as a way to stay in touch with our
friends and family. Privacy issues aside, it’s easier now than ever before to share pictures, videos,
articles and of course funny cat pictures. And that seems to be the double edged sword of Facebook.
In less than ten seconds you can share your thoughts with all of your friends, but just because you can,
doesn’t mean you always should. The good news is, if you have a few friends that do just that, you can
still be friends, but you can also edit your settings to limit what you see in your feed.

Twitter. Same idea as Facebook except in 140 characters or less. The interesting thing is that the
majority of Twitter users open an account, tweet a couple of times and then never go back. In the
early days of Twitter, this was primarily due to the interface. You couldn’t really tweet without
logging into Twitter. Then once you were there, you had to scroll through to see messages, but
there wasn’t really a great way to see you your friend’s activity at a glance. But now with the
use of different apps and interfaces like Twitter’s own Tweetdeck or third parties like Hootsuite,
Twitter is much easier to navigate. You can even connect Twitter and your other social media
accounts through one of these interfaces and cross post instead of having to log in individually.

WordPress. Considered more of a blogging tool than social media platform, WordPress is a
great way to get the word out. The interface is user friendly and the template possibilities
go on for days. There are blogs out there for every topic you can imagine, so if you want to
share your thoughts with the world, you can put them on WordPress and then through the
use of various easy to use plugins, share them immediately with your social media networks.
In fact, WordPress has over 24,000 plugins that help you customize your blog. You can easily
put together your blog in minutes and if you have some knowledge of HTML and CSS you can
customize your templates even more. Best of all, a basic WordPress install and a good portion
of the templates are free.
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Pinterest. Think of it as a giant pinboard you can share with your friends. Used mostly by women,
even more so than other social mediums, Pinterest has proven to be a fun way to share pictures
and ideas. You can create different boards for your different interests. Some of the most popular
are craft and design ideas, recipes and even nail art. A lot of people also have their own versions of
a motivation board with pictures of vacation plans, or health and fitness inspiration. Between your
own pictures and all the pictures already on the internet, the possibilities are endless for what you
can put together and share with the world all through images as opposed to just words.
Tumblr. Somewhere between WordPress and Pinterest is Tumblr. Defined as a microblogging
platform, it allows you to blog, follow other blogs and post multimedia and other content. On Tumblr
you can post immediately or schedule a post to go out at a future date and time, but what makes it
different from other microblogging sites is the ability to re-blog, meaning sharing content that you
found on another blog. This has been widely criticized as some feel that it’s copyright infringement.
Keep that in mind when using this or any social medium. Give credit where credit is due. Some
celebrities who use Tumblr include Lady Gaga and Pat Monahan of the band, Train.

LinkedIn. LinkedIn was launched in 2003 as a networking site for professionals. It’s gone
through some changes since its launch, but remains the number one professional social
networking site. It’s a great way to connect with current and past coworkers, get endorsed by
previous bosses and search for your next opportunity. Employers can also search for possible
candidates all from their computer without having to sift through stacks of resumes. LinkedIn
also has a community area where you can network with people in your given industry. There’s a
group for everything from IT to wine tasting. As with your paper resume, it’s important to keep
your online profile up to date and interesting. You never know when that next opportunity
might be coming your way.
Just remember when you’re using social media, like any
other form of communication, keep it civil. Sure, people
enjoy a good debate from time to time, and with the
anonymity of the Internet, it’s easy to say things you
might not say in person. Social media is a great way to
communicate thoughts and ideas. No matter what your
interests are, there is a platform out there that’ll suit your
needs to share those interests.

Vanessa Leavitt is a freelance writer living in the Orlando, Florida area
with her husband and daughter and their pets: three cats and two hermit
crabs. In her spare time she likes to read, make candles or go to the
beach. You can check out her blog, “Coffee and a Keyboard” at
http://www.vrleavitt.com or follow her on Twitter. @vrleavitt.

Communication Platforms
Over the Years
1794 - Claude
Chappe invents
flag-based alphabet
communication, also
known as semaphore.
1450 –
Invention of printing
press credited to
Johannes Gutenberg.

1828 – Harrison
Dyer improves the
telegraph and sends
first telegraph in the
United States.

1809 – Basic
telegraph is
invented in
Bavaria by Samuel
Soemmering.

1876 – Alexander
Graham Bell invents
the telephone.

1836 – Samuel Morse,
Joseph Henry and
Alfred Vail develop the
electrical telegraph
and Morse Code.

1926 – First
demonstration of
televised moving images
in by Scottish inventor
John Logie Baird.

1900 – Nikola Tesla and
Guglielmo Marconi file
for US patents that will
lay the groundwork
for modern radio
communication.

1993 – The World Wide
Web, a network of
Internet sites comes
online for the first time.

1969 – ARPANET (Advanced Research
Projects Agency Network) first network
to network connection is established
between the University of California at Los
Angeles and Stanford Research Institute.
This will become the cornerstone for what
we will come to know as the Internet.
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Sports
SNIPPETS
Ray Lewis Leaves the NFL: Long on Bravado, Short on Regrets
In the final week of his football career, Ray Lewis was preaching for the camera, his teammates and his audience. He was in his pre-game
mode which apparently involves confidently praising God for prayers to be answered, and parading his fiery confidence for opponents. Two
sides of the same Ray, a controversial Christian leader of the Ravens and one of the best linebackers in NFL history.
Teammates and opponents alike give Ray props for his emotions on the field, his leadership in the locker room, and for being an example of
how the game should be played. He told the Associated Press, “I will probably be most proud of the impact I’ve had on so many men’s lives.
The game will fade one day, numbers will fall, accolades will wash away, but there is nothing better than changing someone’s life.” Lewis
is a two-time Defensive Player of the Year, seven-time All-Pro, and a 13-time Pro Bowler.

X Games Fatal Crash Raises Safety Scrutiny
A fatal crash in January at the Aspen, Colorado, Winter X Games is
bringing new scrutiny about safety. Until now there has never been
a fatality in the winter games, now in their 17th year. The death of
Caleb Moore, 25, on January 31, seven days after his accident, has
raised questions about the safety of tricks performed on 450-pound
snowmobiles. In X Games, snocross is a race on a closed course with
places for jumps and high curved corners. Freestyle is a 75-second
competition in which snowmobilers have multiple snow jumps to perform
midair tricks.
Moore’s fatal trick was not an unusual one. Other snowmobilers said
he had done the backflip on his snowmobile hundreds of times. This
particular time he did not rotate far enough and the skis planted in the
top landing ramp. The sled fell on him as he skidded down the hill. Moore
was initially diagnosed with a concussion, but later doctors found heart
and brain involvement.

14

Two other injuries during the same event have caused questions. Scott Guglielmino, ESPN senior vice
president of programming and X Games, said in an interview that there is a formal safety review after every
accident. Safety, he says, is central to the production of the games. Snowmobiler Levi LaVallee says that
when competing, he wears a chest protector, shin guards, knee braces, a neck brace and a helmet. LaVallee
had just rejoined the Games after being out for two years recovering from injuries. In Aspen, he pulled out
of the snocross final after tearing a muscle in his side. But competing snowmobilers love the sport no matter
how many times they’ve been hurt. One says that, after being injured, he just can’t wait to get well so he can
get back on the sled.
gam®|mag
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What Sellers Need to Know in Order to
Make the Sale
After you’ve waited impatiently for home prices to rise, you’re finally
ready to sell. And you have an offer or two. You probably want to go
ahead quickly with the deal so you can buy a new home or move to
another city. But don’t get too excited before you know certain facts.
Is the buyer preapproved for the mortgage amount? Preapproval is
basic, but it doesn’t guarantee that the buyer’s loan will go through.
One study showed that financing problems were responsible for 40
percent of failed deals. Your agent will check with the buyer’s agent
to make sure the buyer has provided the documentation the lender
requested. Consider a “financing contingency” agreement so you can
entertain other offers if financing can’t be arranged by a certain date.
Consider a cash offer. A buyer who doesn’t need financing is more of
a sure bet. A cash bid is typically lower, but the deal is faster to close
and doesn’t require an appraisal. Some sellers feel that avoiding the
appraisal process can compensate for a somewhat lower offer.

Prepare for the appraisal. First, price the home according to your real
estate agent’s advice. It should be in line with comparable homes
in the area. Still, appraisers are often overly conservative in their
valuations, even as home prices are rising. As a seller, you need
to think about what to do if the appraisal is low. In one case, the
appraisal came in $5,000 short. The seller dropped the price by
$2,500 and the buyers brought $2,500 more to the table.
Solve title problems early. A preliminary title report doesn’t tell the
whole story of your property. Have your real estate agent check for
any problem that will delay the closing. He or she will determine
whether the title was actually recorded; whether an easement was
granted that you aren’t aware of; or whether there’s a lien of some
sort on the property that you don’t know about.

Kitchens are so Big, they Need Kitchens
The newest additions to the big, comfy kitchens are kitchens.
Seems people like huge kitchens with fireplaces, comfy chairs and
lots of family gathering and eating places, but they don’t always
like cooking smells. So architects are building Wok Kitchens,
which is a cooking kitchen off the comfy room also called
a kitchen.
Didn’t that arrangement used to be called the living room and
kitchen? Whatever you call it, the room with the refrigerator
has begun to take over the house. The floor area of the average
kitchen increased by about 50 percent from 1973 to 2007. In
1973 and earlier, kitchens were small and closed so that cooking
smells were not a problem. By 2007, the kitchen was the major
living area taking more than 12 percent of the overall space in the
home. Kitchens have grown to an average of 303 feet. Of course, high end homes kitchens can be 800 feet or even 1,400 feet, according to the
American Institutes of Architects Home Design Trends Survey.
All that casual kitchen space is great for entertaining, but when dinner is finished you either have to stack dirty dishes on the counter or get up
and load the dishwasher. Enter the “dirty kitchen” where you take the dirty dishes and, optionally, cook. Now, if you just moved the fridge into
the dirty kitchen, wouldn’t the comfy kitchen be a living room?
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Top 10 E-Reader
Books
1. Damaged, H.M. Ward
2. The Bet, Rachel Van Dyken &
Laura Heritage
3. Real, Katy Evans
4. Twisted Perfection, Abbi Glines
5. Dying to Live in Palm Beach,
Jane Grossman
6. Whiskey Beach, Nora Roberts
7. The Great Gatsby,
F. Scott Fitzgerald
8. Bones are Forever: A Novel,
Kathy Reichs
9. The Hit, David Baldacci
10. The Thirteenth Tale: A Novel,
Diane Setterfield

TechnologyTREND
E-Reading is Flourishing but Sometimes not
with E-Reading Devices
Today’s e-readers are sleeker versions of the original 2007 models. They are easier to read, they weigh
less, their pages turn faster, and they hold more books. Wireless capability lets users download novels,
magazine and newspapers anywhere and anytime. And now devices allow for reading in the dark. So
why are sales expected to decline?
One reason is that e-reader users are happy with what they’ve got and see no reason to buy a newer
model. Another reason, the falling prices of full-featured tablet computers have those who want to
replace their unit thinking about upgrading to a tablet gadget like Amazon’s Kindle or Barnes & Noble
Nooks. It’s not that there’s a decline in reading e-books. A poll by Pew Research finds that 23 percent of
Americans read e-books in 2012, compared with just 16 percent in 2011.
Advantages of a tablet - Some feel that a tablet is a better fit for them. Tablets such as Apple’s
iPad Mini, Amazon’s Kindle Fire and Google’s Android operating system devices have full Web
browsing, game consoles, full color and cameras.
Advantages of an e-reader - Dedicated e-readers have some selling points. They are lighter than
tablets and have better battery life. Barnes and Noble’s Simple Touch, for instance, can operate up
to two months on a battery charge, compared with about 10 hours of reading on its Nook
HD tablet.
E-readers are far better than they were even two years ago. Major improvements include touch-screen
technology and self-lighting screens. And e-reader prices have fallen sharply, with Kindles starting as
low as $69 for a model that comes with ads. The iPad mini tablet costs $329; the Nexus 7 costs $199
and the Amazon Fire has a tablet version for $159.
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These New Technologies Make Driving Easier
If you haven’t shopped for a new car in the last few years, and many
people haven’t, you’ll be pleasantly surprised at what technology has
brought for you.
The air bag in a seat belt - The new, stronger shoulder straps
in some cars have built-in air bags. Ford Motor Co. started
offering them on its 2011 Ford Explorers. Conventional seat
belts save lives but can cause serious injuries in violent crashes.
Inflatable belts reduce the risk.
See in the dark and avoid hitting a pedestrian - BMW
AG is launching “dynamic spotlight” technology that uses an
infrared camera mounted behind the grille. The software can
pick out the outline of a person or animal and signal the car’s
headlight to illuminate them and prevent a collision. It also has
an in-cabin alert that projects an icon representing a person on
the dashboard screen.

Design your own dashboard - Some auto makers are ditching
the dials in favor of a programmable screen that can display
more information and allows drivers to personalize the look of
the cockpit displays. The new Lexus IS F-sport, due out in June,
is the first to have them.
Use the ninth gear for fuel efficiency - Chrysler says it will
introduce a nine-speed gearbox designed to fit into a small
front-wheel drive car. A German device maker says it can
improve fuel economy by 10 percent to 16 percent compared
with a six-speed automatic.
Drive by computer - Experts at The Wall Street Journal say
steering a car traditionally involves a series of mechanical
connections that allow the wheel in your hands to guide the four
wheels on the road. Infinity’s new Q50 series, by Nissan, boasts
the industry’s first steer-by-wire system, swapping mechanical
elements for an all-electronic system that responds faster.

Mobile Phones: Once Small are Growing Again
If you felt funny talking to the air with your phone in your ear, just wait until you’re talking to
a book. The Samsung Note II phone is probably what started the trend toward bigger with
phones. It’s about 75 percent larger than the original Apple iPhone. One owner says iPhone
users stop him on the street to remark about the size of his phone. He says it did feel a little
weird at first, but he loves his big screen. Yes, it’s true. After years of evolution from brick-sized
phones to pocket sizes, cellphone size is going in reverse with devices like the original
5.3-inch Note.
Some tech reviewers called the big phones silly. But as sales boomed, other makers followed
with still-bigger “phablets,” as techies are calling them. They’re a cross between a phone and
a tablet. Shipments of phones with screens 4.6 inches or larger grew to 82.7 million units in
2012 from 1.8 million the year earlier.
The United States is actually behind the times when it comes to large-display smartphones.
They are much more often seen in China, Japan and other parts of Asia. In China, women carry
a big phone in their purse and a small cellphone in their pocket.
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Looking
to
improve
your golf game for the upcoming season?
The Chuck Will Golf Academy located at Dulles Golf Center &
Sports Park in Dulles, Virginia is your “Complete Niche” Golf
School, Club Fitting and Training Facility.
Founded in 1998, the Chuck Will Golf Academy is in it’s
fifteenth year under the direction of Chuck Will, PGA Director of
Instruction. Chuck is a PGA Certified Professional and Quarter
Century Member of the PGA of America. He has been recognized
as one of America’s Top Golf Instructors by Golf Digest (Best
Teachers in Your State), Golf Range Magazine (Top 50 Golf
Instructors in America) and U.S. Kids Golf. The Golf Shop was
recently recognized as one of “America’s 100 Best Clubfitters
for 2012.”
Dulles Golf Center & Sports Park is an award winning facility
recently named as one of “America’s Top 50 Stand Alone Ranges”
by Golf Range Association of America. The Golf Center is proud
to be one of only twelve facilities in the United States to feature
the Power Tee Automatic Tee systems. Tee stations are covered,
lighted and heated with premium mats and balls. A new short
game and designated practice area complete with mirrors and
training aides for ERange Key members and Golf Academy
students was just opened in 2012.
Their PGA instructors with a combined experience of 75+
years specialize in the “Body-Swing Connection” combined
with “Computerized Video Swing Analysis” providing
“Comprehensive Learning Programs “ for all skill levels…
”Novice” to “Low Handicapper”.

Private and Semi-Private Lessons - (all ages)
The “On Range Video Studio and Teaching Facility” is located on
the tee line at Dulles Golf Center & Sports Park. The “On Range
Video Studio” provides the following for a comprehensive golf
swing analysis:
Student evaluation for is completed during the initial lesson
to establish a base line to start from.
Student’s golf swing is filmed and digitized through our
Swing View Pro computer program and shown on a 23”
Flat Screen Monitor.
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The split screen permits the instructor to show comparisons
of the student’s swing with PGA Tour Professionals.
Graphics are utilized with drawing capabilities to illustrate
golf swing errors.
The student receives a personalized CD of their swing
along with a student version of the Swing View Pro computer
program. Also included are notes from the instructor with a list
of practice assignments.
“Swing Watch Live” allows students to view rehearsal
swings in real time on a floor monitor.
Through the use of video and the take home CD, students begin
to understand and learn their own swing! Developing the ability
to identify their mistakes and tendencies during practice sessions
as well as on the course, streamlines improvement. All private
lessons are 50 minutes and are available individually or
in packages.

Group Classes - There is a group class offered
for all skill levels
Introduction to Golf for the beginning golfer is a great way to get
started and see if golf is the sport for you! Our Family Introduction
to Golf allows new golfers to learn the game together as a family.
During each 5 week course, students will learn grip, set up,
alignment, posture, full swing, pitch shots, chipping, putting as
well as rules and etiquette. $150.00 fee includes: use of clubs,
range balls, rule books & one private lesson at 50% off!
New for 2013, the Basic Swing Fundamentals class will offer oncourse time or video swing analysis. A comprehensive program
of instruction for any skill level that focuses on fundamentals of
the golf swing including set up routine, “mini-swing”, full swing
theory, irons, hybrids and woods as well as practice techniques
and drills. On course time TBD with instructor and course
availability. $275.00 fee includes use of clubs, range balls, 50%
off one private lesson and course fees.

One Day Specialty Workshops: One Day Specialty Workshops
will be offered throughout the entire season on different aspects
of the game geared toward the player wishing to “fine tune” their
game. Get help in the areas that can reduce your score the most!
Come for one session or plan to attend many. Includes: putting,
chipping, pitching, bunker play, fitness/stretching, practicing
effectively, course management and more. Dates and times will
be posted on the Academy’s Website and Facebook page. Each
workshop is one-hour long and costs only $30.00 per session.
“Form Your Own” Corporate or Personal Group Classes
Get a group of co-workers, friends or family together (4-8
people), select one of their current class formats or let us help
you customize your own class. Flexible scheduling and pricing
to accommodate your individual class needs. Can include video
swing analysis and/or “On-Course Time”!
Junior Golf Camps: Geared toward junior players new to the
game with little or no experience. Juniors will be exposed to all
aspects of the game of golf! Instruction includes: grip & setup,
woods, irons, short game & putting as well as the importance of
rules, etiquette and safety.
“Fall/Spring Camps” are held on Sunday afternoons for 3
consecutive weeks.
“Summer Vacation Camps” are held on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday & Thursday.
Thursday class held at nearby course. Fee includes use of
clubs, rule book, range balls and course fees if applicable.
“Junior Private Lessons” are available in our “On-Range
Video Studio” at reduced rates.
For those wishing to upgrade or improve your equipment, the
Chuck Will Golf Academy Golf Shop is your one-stop shop for all
your equipment needs. They offer all major brands at competitive
pricing. All golf Academy students receive free fitting and
discounts on purchases! Their “On-Range Video Studio” houses
all the equipment fitting tools… fitting systems, video, launch
monitor and demo clubs. The Golf Shop is fully stocked with
clubs, bags, balls, gloves, shoes and apparel.

For further information contact: Chuck Will, PGA Director
of Instruction at 703.932.0537
email: ChuckWill@pga.com or visit us online at
www.ChuckWill PGA.com
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Book Review
The Science of How to Persuade People
The ability to get people to see things your way plays a role in getting customers and
colleagues to do what you want, whether or not you’re the boss. That’s what behavioral
expert Steve Martin says in the new book, Yes! 50 Scientifically Proven Ways to Be
Persuasive. He has used many simple persuasion strategies to influence customers
and citizens.
Using a social norm is one of them. He says it’s a powerful tool that gets people
to follow the behavior of others. He recommends that managers identify what the
consensus view is in a workplace and think about what messages will convince others
to join the consensus. In a hotel, for instance, reuse of towels increased by 33 percent
when a message card stated that “75 percent of customers who stay in this hotel
reuse their towels.”
Creating negative stress. One study showed that when executives were
presented with a program that would produce a huge loss if not accepted, they were
far more likely to accept it than if it was presented with the possibility of a huge
profit. Reciprocity takes advantage of people’s desire to respond when they feel
they owe you something. The Journal of Applied Psychology found that a diner is
more likely to tip if the bill comes with a piece of candy, for example.
Co-written by the world’s most quoted expert on influence, Professor Robert
Cialdini, Yes! presents dozens of surprising discoveries in short, enjoyable and
insightful chapters. You can apply them right now to become more effective. Some
reviewers say the often counter intuitive finds presented in Yes! will steer you
away from common pitfalls while empowering you with little known but proven wisdom.
Yes! 50 Scientifically Proven Ways to Be Persuasive by Steve J. Martin, Robert B. Cialdini and Noah J.
Goldstein. Free Press, in paperback at Amazon. $10.50.

Meet the GAM Team
Susan has seventeen years of experience with printed materials and working with
customers, in both non-profit and for-profit environments in a variety of industries.
Susan has held various positions ranging from marketing coordinator, designer,
buyer throughout the years. Her goal has always been customer satisfaction.
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Susan Anderson
Account Manager

Susan lives in Herndon and is married with two children and a dog. She has
been a board member of her local PTA, and a member of the SACC Parent
Advisory Council, which provides feedback to the School Age Child Care Services
department and communicates with families at her local SACC Center.

Local Happenings
DC101 Chili Cook-Off
May 4, 12 PM
RFK Stadium Festival Grounds - SE. Washington, DC
One of the biggest music festivals in Washington DC featuring a full
day of live entertainment. Soundgarden will headline the 2013 event,
along with performances from Awolnation, Silversun Pickups, Capital
Cities, Beware of Darkness and RDGLDGRN.
Visit www.dc101.com
Wine and Food Festival
May 4 - May 5
137 National Plaza - National Harbor, MD
Join us at National Harbor; bringing together world-renowned chefs,
artisanal craftsmen, and culinary pioneers with thousands of Metro
DC’s foodies.
Visit www.wineandfoodnh.com
Yoga on the Mall
May 5, 1 - 3 PM
Washington, DC
More than a thousand yoga enthusiasts and first-timers will gather
to practice on the Ellipse between the White House and the
Washington Monument.
Visit www.dccy.org/yogaonthemall
Mother’s Day Event
May 12, Noon - 5 PM
Veramar Vineyard - Berryville, VA
In honor of mom’s around the world, we are offering complimentary
tastings for mother’s only. We will also have gourmet picnics
available for purchase (picnic for two: $85 + tax, includes food and 1
bottle of wine. Must be ordered 4 days in advance).
Visit www.veramar.com

National Harbor Outdoor Movies
May 26 - September 1, at Dusk
Waterfront Street - National Harbor, MD
the waterfront development on the Potomac River, presents free
classic movies on Sunday evenings on the Plaza’s big screen. Seating
is not provided, so attendees are encouraged to bring lawn chairs.
Visit www.dcoutdoorfilms.com
Herndon Festival
May 30 - June 2
Eldon Street - Herndon, VA
Features live entertainment, international foods, carnival rides and
games, children’s entertainment, a business exposition, 10k & 5k
races, a Fitness expo, model railway exhibit, an arts and crafts show
and two fireworks displays.
Visit www.herndonfestival.net
Ringing in Hope, Walk Run & Fun
May 27
Brambleton Town Center Plaza - Ashburn, VA
A Salute to Our Troops, including 5K, 10K 1K Fun Run/Walk. A flat
scenic course, run by the scenic ponds and displays at brambleton. Fun
with the whole family, barrel train ride, moon bounce, face painting,
tattoos, pony rides, food and more!
Visit www.ringinginhope.com
Taste of Reston
June 14 - June 15
Reston Town Center - Reston, VA
Northern Virginia’s largest outdoor food festival, featuring delectable
samplings from the region’s favorite eateries, live music, beer and
wine gardens, and fun and games at The Family Fun Zone.
Visit www.restontowncenter.com
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Find the 10...and Win 50
The Great Outdoors
Find the 10 things that are different
between two photos below, fax your
answers to us and your submission
will go into a drawing for a $50
gift certificate to Carolina Brothers,
Blue Ridge Grill or Ford’s Fish Shack.
Answers will appear in our next
gam|mag along with the name of
the certificate winner.

Fax or email your
submission to
703.450.5311 or
gammag@gamweregood.com
Please include your name, phone
number and/or email address. All
entries must be submitted by
August 1, 2013.

When you submit a Find
the 10, you will be given a
Family Fun Savings Booklet
for Dulles Golf. The Family
Fun Savings Booklet
includes, 2 for 1 Mini Golf,
Batting Cage Tokens,
Discount on Private Golf
Lessons and much more!
(See Adjacent Page)

Puzzle Meter easy

Your Ten Finds

difficult

1.________________________________

6.________________________________

2.________________________________

7.________________________________

3.________________________________

8.________________________________

4.________________________________

9.________________________________

5.________________________________

10._______________________________

Which certificate would you like?
 Carolina Brothers

 Blue Ridge Grill

 Ford’s Fish Shack

If you would like a Family Fun Savings Booklet, put your address below:
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Address: ________________________________________________________________
City_____________________________ State________ Zip Code___________________

21593 Jesse Court, Dulles, VA 20166
Ph. 703.404.8800 • Fax 703.404.2232
www.DullesGolf.com
Conveniently located 4 miles North of Dulles
Airport behind Sam’s Club and Walmart. 1
block from Atlantic Blvd. & Severn Way.

Enjoy Delicious New England
Style Seafood!
Ashburn

South Riding

44260 Ice Rink Plaza #101
Ashburn, VA 20147
P: 571.918.4092
F: 571.918.4096

25031 Riding Plaza #150
Chantilly, VA 20152
P: 703.542.7520
F: 703.542.6931

Thanks to all last issue’s entries ... and the winner is: Jerri Wiseman of StageCoach Theatre Company, the “Fun on the Slopes”
Jan/Feb answers are:

1. Missing Ski Behind Woman’s Head

6. Missing Stripes on Girl’s Hat

2. Trees Removed Behind Man on Left

7. Boy’s Snow Goggles are Darker

3. Stripes Missing on Man’s Hat		

8. Girl’s Teeth are Bigger

4. Girl’s White Sleeve			

9. Extra Stripe on Woman’s Hat

5. Woman’s Glove 			

10. Missing Zipper on Man’s Jacket
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